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C.H. Mims Gymnasium
2020-2021 Basketball Season
Spectators
Iredell ISD will allow spectators to attend games at a maximum 50% capacity limitation. We
will be allowing 275 visitors inside the gym in order to be in compliance with guidelines.
The following safety measures will be used to insure appropriate spacing between spectators is
maintained according to UIL guidelines:
1. Signs will be posted with messaging stating any individuals who are confirmed to have,
suspected of having, are experiencing symptoms of, or have been in close contact with an
individual who has been confirmed to have COVID-19 should not enter the facility.
2. Spectators, audiences, fans and media are required to wear face coverings as described
in Executive Order GA-29.
3. Groups should maintain at least six feet of distance from other groups at all times, including
the process of admission and seating. A group is defined as no more than 10 people including
the members of the household and those persons who traveled together to the facility.
4. Seating will not be allowed in consecutive rows. Rows will be blocked off to maintain a
minimum six feet of distance between groups.
5. Hand sanitizing stations will be available at the entrance and inside the gym.
6. Bleachers and other common surfaces will be cleaned and disinfected prior to each game.

275 visitors will be allowed in the gym on a first come, first serves basis. Once the gym meets its
capacity, no one will be allowed in the gym. Doors will open 45 minutes prior to tip-off of the
first game of the day.
Concession Stands and Food Service
1. Staff and volunteers involved in food service are required to wear face coverings as described
in Executive Order GA-29.
2. Iredell ISD will avoid leaving condiments, silverware, flatware, glassware, or other traditional
table top items on unoccupied tables or at the counter. Iredell ISD will only provide
condiments or flatware upon request, and in single use, individually wrapped items.
3. Food service counters and areas will be regularly cleaned and disinfected.
4. Iredell ISD will be offering a limited menu this season to help avoid the spread of germs.
Sodas, candies and pre-packaged food will only be served this season.
5. Before each game, Iredell ISD will follow the screening protocols described above to screen
staff and volunteers who will be involved in food service prior to events. These individuals
should also self-screen as described in these screening protocols.
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